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Post Public Consultation Report
1.

Introduction

1.1

Project Overview

The N2 Rath Roundabout to Kilmoon Cross Scheme is located immediately North of Ashbourne, County
Meath and forms part of the N2 National Primary route which links Dublin to Derry. Meath County
Council is working in partnership with Fingal County Council and in association with Transport
Infrastructure Ireland to develop a scheme which will improve the N2 between Rath Roundabout and
Kilmoon Cross. Meath County Council have commissioned a technical Engineering consulting design
team, ROD-AECOM, to progress the scheme development.

1.2

Public Consultation Overview

On 12th March 2020, a public consultation event on the N2 Rath Roundabout to Kilmoon Cross Scheme
was held in the Pillo Hotel, Ashbourne. This was the first non-statutory public consultation held by the
project team, this event was arranged with the purpose of seeking feedback on the study area,
constraints and scheme options. Awareness for the consultation was generated using a range of
different communication tools which promoted the consultation, ultimately leading to good public
participation. Information received during the consultation is set out below.
Feedback from this non-statutory public consultation has been reviewed by ROD-AECOM and relevant
feedback will inform the assessment of the Stage 1 options to determine which of these initial options
will progress to the next stage of assessment. Once the Stage 2 options have been fully developed, a
further period of non-statutory public consultation will take place. The Project Team is committed to
continuously engaging with people living and working or owning land in the study area and the
consultation strategy has been set out to encourage feedback during the early stages of development
of the N2 Rath to Kilmoon project.

1.3

Public Consultation Roadmap

Throughout the duration of the option selection and preliminary design process, a number of stages of
non-statutory public consultation will be held. These consultations may be a combination of public
information events and/or the publication of elements of the scheme electronically.
In line with Article 6(3) of the Aarhus Convention and TII’s Project Management Guidelines (January
2019), a Project Consultation Roadmap has been prepared which outlines each stage of non-statutory
public consultation, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 - Public Consultation Roadmap
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The first non-statutory public consultation period ran from 12th March 2020 to 09th April 2020. The
original closing date for submissions for the first period of non-statutory public consultation was the 27th
March, however this was extended to the 9th April due to the COVID 19 restrictions which were
implemented in March. This closing date was introduced to ensure that all submissions received before
the 9th April were considered as part of the Stage 1 options section process. It was noted that any
queries after this date could be sent on an ongoing basis and would be reviewed by the project team.

2.

First Non-Statutory Public Consultation

2.1

Pre-Consultation Preparation

2.1.1

Councillor Briefing

Meath County Council and Fingal County Council issued an invite to their respective County Councillors
for a pre-consultation briefing on the N2 Rath Roundabout to Kilmoon Cross Scheme, which took place
in the weeks before the start of the public consultation period.
On March 10th March 2020, the Project Team made a presentation on the scheme to the Councillors for
Meath County Council. The team made a similar presentation to councillors for Fingal County Council
on 12th March 2020 in advance of the start of the public consultation. Information about the public
consultation was presented, including the posters, information brochures and the questionnaires that
would be provided to the public at the public consultation event that same week.

2.1.2

Informing the Public

The public were informed of the N2 Rath Roundabout to Kilmoon Cross Scheme through a variety of
different media outlets, including the council websites, radio and newspaper adverts, social media, and
finally the public consultation event. The publicity across different media outlets helped to promote the
public consultation event, and to inform the public of the contact/inquiry methods available to them if
they wished to contact either Meath County Council or the ROD-AECOM team.

2.1.3

Project Website

The N2 Rath Roundabout to Kilmoon Cross Scheme project website went live at 4pm on 12th March
2020, and can be accessed at www.n2rath2kilmoon.ie.
The webpage provides background information for the scheme, detailing the need for the scheme and
the parties involved. The Public Consultation Roadmap is displayed in this section which describes the
current stage of ongoing public consultation.
The Publications section allows the public to download and view all the information which was provided
at the public consultation event. It also includes drawings of the study area, the natural and artificial
constraints and the Stage 1 options.
The questionnaire was provided on the website as a PDF file which allowed members of the public to
download and either fill out their responses using a PDF editor tool and return by email or print at home
or work and return via post or scan and email. This allowed members of the public who were unable to
attend the public consultation to have their say on the project, thereby increasing the range of feedback
obtained particularly given the COVID-19 restrictions which were announced on the day of the event,
as this may have reduced the attendance at the event. The questionnaire can be viewed in Appendix
A.
Information brochures were available to download on the project website and were also available to all
in attendance at the Public Consultation event. The brochure explained the need for the scheme, the
study area, scheme options and described the involvement of the public during the Public Consultation
period. The brochure and insert can be viewed in Appendix B.
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The contact section provided the public with contact details for Meath County Council and the RODAECOM team, including emails and postal addresses for both. There is an inquiries/feedback form
which allows the public to submit queries alongside their name and email address. Queries submitted
through the feedback form were directed to both the ROD-AECOM project team and Meath County
Council. This feedback form continues to be live for informational queries post-consultation.
Sample images of the project website can be viewed in Appendix C.

2.1.4

Radio Advertisement

The radio advertisement was played on LMFM from the 6th March through to the 12th of March, twice a
day on the first 3 days and three times a day for the remainder. The advertisement provided information
about the public consultation event that was taking place in the Pillo Hotel that week.

2.1.5

Newspaper and Social Media Advertisements

The Public Consultation event was advertised in the local newspapers the Meath Chronicle and the
Fingal Independent.
Event details were also shared on Facebook/Twitter by Meath County Council and Fingal County
Council, with numerous councillors also sharing details about the event on their pages. The event was
publicised on both Meath and Fingal County Council websites.
These advertisements can be viewed in Appendix D.

2.2

Public Consultation Event

The first non-statutory public consultation (PC1) took place at the Pillo Hotel, Ashbourne on 12th March
from 4pm to 8pm. This was an overall successful event and the information provided was generally well
received by those in attendance.

2.2.1

Attendance

There was a sign in desk where attendees could sign in if they so wished, the attendance sheet had
columns for attendee name, address, phone number and email address. Approximately 75 people
attended the event excluding the Project Team members.
Those in attendance included landowners from within the study area, commuters from the wider area
who use the route each day, councillors, TDs, and local business owners.
The event took place on the same day the Government had issued COVID 19 guidelines regarding
indoor and outdoor gatherings which were due to be put in place at 5pm 12th March. These guidelines
stated indoor events with over 100 people in attendance at one time should be cancelled due to the
onset spread of Covid-19 in Ireland.
The ROD-AECOM and MCC team undertook a high level task hazard assessment prior to the public
consultation to ensure appropriate measures were in place to mitigate against potential hazards posed
by Covid-19.
These measures included providing hand sanitiser and displaying posters which advised against
shaking hands. Plans were also set up to ensure that the number of attendees was kept comfortably
below 100 at all times during the event.
The Covid-19 pandemic is likely to have had an effect on the number of attendees for the Public
Consultation event and the subsequent measures put in place made it more difficult for many to submit
feedback. This was addressed by extending the deadline for the submission of feedback by 2 weeks.
This extension was announced via the project website as well as both the Meath County Council and
Fingal County Council websites.
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PC1 Display Information

The ROD-AECOM team had produced multiple drawings including the Artificial and Natural Constraints,
Study Area and the Scheme Options. There were drawings showing each of the lettered corridor options
separately alongside a combined drawing showing all corridor options. These drawings were displayed
in addition to a poster detailing the other Stage 1 options such as the Traffic Management Options and
Public Transport Options. Information Brochures were made available to all in attendance. Members of
the design team as well as representatives from both Meath County Council and Fingal County Council
were present to answer questions and inform attendees about the scheme, emphasising the importance
of public feedback for the scheme via the questionnaire. The scheme information poster can be viewed
in Appendix E and the scheme drawings can be viewed in Appendix F.

2.2.3

PC1 Feedback & Questionnaires

Most people in attendance recognised the need for the scheme, highlighting issues including congestion
at peak times on the N2 as well as rat-running along the local roads to the east and west of the existing
N2 mainline. Some people in attendance were concerned with the proximity of the offline routes to their
property, the effects on local business along the route who would essentially be bypassed by the offline
routes, as well as the impact that the definition of the study area had on planning applications in the
area.
Questionnaires were made available both at the event and online. These could be filled out at the event,
mailed to the design team/County Councils or could be scanned/electronically completed and sent by
email. The questionnaire can be viewed in Appendix A.

2.3

PC1 Public Consultation Feedback & Submissions

2.3.1

Questionnaire Submissions

The Public Consultation period in which feedback/submissions could be submitted ran from March 12th
to April 9th. During this period 54 submissions were received. There were 40 Questionnaires submitted
(1 of which was a blank submission), 9 letters/emails and 5 responses using the website queries option
(general queries were excluded here, only counting submissions which had enough
information/opinions included as feedback).
2.3.1.1

Study Area Property Ownership

Of the 54 Respondents, 45 stated they lived/owned property within the study area. It is noted that two
of these responses were completed by representatives acting on behalf of landowners in the area.
Respondents who do not live/own property in the study area included Councillors, TDs, family members
of landowners and commuters who use this section of road. The breakdown of property type is seen in
Table 1 below:
Table 1. Breakdown of Property Type
Property Type

Number of Respondents

Residential

38

Farm

18

Commercial

13

Other

2
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Scheme Options which affect Respondents’ Land/Property

The questionnaire asked whether the respondent owned/rented/occupied a property on/adjacent to any
of the scheme options, which included the route options and the traffic management option. Typically,
respondents stated they were affected by multiple routes, some even stated they were affected by all
routes as they owned extensive lands across the whole study area. The Scheme Options can be seen
below in Figure 2 and the graph (Figure 3) shows the numbers of respondents affected by each scheme
option.
Of the submission received, routes C and G affected the highest amount of people, particularly
homeowners and farmers as these routes passed through large sections of agricultural land and were
within proximity to residential areas. A breakdown by property type can be seen below in Table 2.

Figure 2 – Scheme Options

Table 2. Property Types affected by each Scheme Option
Property
Type

A

B1

B2

C1

C2

D1

D2

E1

E2

F1

F2

G1

G2

TMO

Residential

12

9

8

24

21

10

10

17

17

18

17

26

16

2

Farm

10

6

8

10

9

7

8

9

9

9

9

13

8

3

Commercial

8

5

7

7

7

6

8

7

8

7

8

10

5

3
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Number of Respondents Affected

Numbers Affected by Scheme Options
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Figure 2 - Respondents affected by each Scheme Option

2.3.1.3

Ranking the importance of Issues in relation to the Scheme

Respondents were given 8 issues and were asked to rank them in order of importance: 1 = most
important; 8 = least important. The issues were:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Improvement in traffic conditions
Community near the route options
Archaeological & Historical Sites
Flora & Fauna
Improvement in road safety
Agriculture
Commerce or industry
Landscape

Most respondents answered the question in the expected manner, ranking the issues 1-8. However,
some respondents used the same number multiple times to imply equal importance, or only numbered
the issues that affected them leaving some blank. This resulted in a higher number of issues getting
ranked as most important, creating an uneven spread of results which is evident in the Figure 4 below.
To identify a clearer trend in the data, a graph was produced which showed a combined bar for issues
ranked 1-3 and 6-8, shown in Figure 5. This identified which issues were ranked consistently high and
low by respondents. The ranked order of most important issues was inverse to the rank of least
important issues which justifies this method.
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Figure 3 - Ranking of Importance of Issues related to the Scheme

Figure 4 - Ranking of Importance of Issues related to the Scheme (High and Low ranking)
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Comments and other Feedback

There was a section at the end of the Questionnaire which allowed respondents to share feedback
about the existing road and the implications of the scheme options. Nearly all respondents who
completed the questionnaire completed this section resulting in a lot of feedback when combined with
the feedback submitted via email / letter. Certain issues were repeatedly raised and will be discussed
in more detail below:
2.3.2.1
·

·

·

Traffic, Road Safety and the need for the Scheme
Many respondents discussed the current traffic problems and the resultant use of the minor
roads as a way of avoiding congestion on the N2. The safety issues that result from this
include risky driving by those using these roads as a “rat run” and locals being unable to walk
on these roads for fear of an accident.
The increase in traffic due to Tayto Park is a recurring comment from many respondents,
claiming the that the volume of traffic during the Summer months and weekends due to Tayto
Park in combination with the high speed of motorists using these roads has made them much
more dangerous.
The traffic lights at the Primatestown Junction are cited by several respondents as a main
factor contributing to the existing traffic problems. The tolls on the M1 and M3 are also seen as
a core reason for the traffic problems on this stretch of the N2.

2.3.2.2
·
·

Community Issues
Many residents of the study area are concerned about the effect the scheme will have on the
rural nature of the area and the communities within.
Also highlighted by residents was the potential division of lands as a result of the scheme.

2.3.2.3
·
·
·

Environmental & Noise Issues
Many respondents commented on how some of the proposed routes go through a flood plain.
The noise of cars on the new route was a major concern for many landowners in the area.
Many respondents are concerned the scheme will damage the natural landscape of the area
and the wildlife within the area.

2.3.2.4
·

·
·

“Archaeological & Historical Issues
Issues regarding Archaeological and Historical sites within the study area and surrounding
area were raised by a large portion of respondents. One respondent gave an overview of the
prehistoric sites in the wider Meath area which included three National Monuments at Windmill
Hill, Fourknocks Passage Tomb at Stamullen, and finally the proximity of the site to
Newgrange and the Hill of Tara.
Multiple respondents explained the importance of the Crickstown Graveyard and Castle to the
area.
One respondent highlighted the commons area at Primatestown.

2.3.2.5
·

·
·

Farm and Commercial Properties
Approximately a third of the submissions were from those who owned a farm or agricultural
lands within the study area, resulting in a lot of submissions from respondents who were
worried about the future of their farm. Many respondents claimed the current traffic situation
was not bad enough to justify the destruction of their lands.
It was noted by several respondents associated with a large local family run business that the
local businesses which relied on passing trade would be negatively affected by scheme.
The lands zoned for employment use to the east of the existing N2 adjacent to the Rath
Roundabout were mentioned by some respondents, highlighting the importance of these lands
for the future development of the Ashbourne area.
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Other Comments
The improvement of the public transport options in the study area was mentioned by several
respondents as an alternative to an offline route option.
One respondent gave a detailed recommendation of what they believed to be the best scheme
option, paying particular attention to access to the industrial/employment lands at Rath
Roundabout.
A Meath County Councillor praised the scheme in their submission, emphasising the need for
the scheme and its importance for connectivity to Dublin.
A current TD and minister stated concerns for local businesses, farms and residents of the
area in their submission.

3.

Conclusion and Next Steps

The project team is thankful for all public engagement and feedback thus far, particularly those who
attended the Public Consultation event, submitted questionnaires and provided feedback. All feedback
has been reviewed by the Project team and will be taken into account as part of the options selection
process.
It is anticipated that a second public consultation will take place later in 2020, during which the scheme
options progressing to stage 2 of the options selection process will be published and put on public
display. Due to the ongoing measures taken in light of the Covid-19 outbreak, it may not be possible to
arrange a formal event in the local area for the second public consultation. Instead this may be
completed as publication of elements of the scheme electronically for comment.
Feedback from the second public consultation will then be considered by the Project Team as part of
the options selection process before identifying an Emerging Preferred Route Corridor, at which point
a third period of non-statutory public consultation will commence.
All information and updates will be posted to the project website at www.n2rath2kilmoon.ie.
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Appendix A Questionnaire
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Appendix B Information Brochure
B.1

Brochure
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Brochure Insert
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Appendix C Project Website
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Appendix D Advertisements
D.1

Text for Newspaper Advertisement

D.2

Published Newspaper Advertisement – Meath Chronicle
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D.3

Published Newspaper Advertisement – Fingal Independent
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Appendix E Information Poster
E.1

Scheme Options Poster
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Appendix F Drawings
F.1

Study Area

F.2

Simplified Route Corridors Individual (1 of 2)
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F.3

Simplified Route Corridors Individual (2 of 2)

F.4

Natural Constraints
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F.5

Artificial Constraints

F.6

Study Area Topography
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F.7

Route Corridors Simplified 1

F.8

Route Corridors Simplified 2
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